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ON THE CLASS A. «
1,N0

BEBE PRUNARU

(Communicated by John B. Conway)

Abstract. The solvability of certain systems of simultaneous equations in the

predual of a dual operator algebra is studied. The main result is a geometric

criterion for membership in the class A x N  .

Let AiA denote a separable, infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space, and

let L(S(A) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on %A. A dual

algebra is by definition a weak* closed unital subalgebra of L(£?); [1] con-

tains an excellent account of the theory of dual algebras and a comprehensive

bibliography up to 1985.

In this paper we are concerned with several classes of contractions appearing

in the theory of dual algebras. To be more explicit, recall that if sé is a dual

algebra and ra, « are cardinal numbers, 1 < ra, « < N0, then sé is said to

have property (Am n) if each system of simultaneous equations

[LtJ] = [xi®yj],        0 < i < m,  0 < j < n

in the predual Q^ of A has a solution {x¡.; 0 < i < ra}, {y}. ; 0 < j < n},

where xt and y¡ are vectors from AAA. (Here [x ® y] denotes the class in QA

of the rank-one operator defined by (x ® y)(z) = (z, y)x, z e £?.)

If p > 0 then sé has property (Am n(p)) if for each s > p, vectors xi and

v   can be chosen to satisfy the above equations and, moreover,

1/2

,        0 < / < ra,
V   0<j<n J

and

||p.||< Is  Y,   \M<tß)      .        0<j<n.
\   0<i<m J

If T e L(At^), then séT denotes the dual algebra generated by T in L(%A)

and QT denotes the predual Q^   of séT. As usual, A = h'ßf) denotes the
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class of all absolutely continuous contractions (i.e., those for which the unitary

summand is absolutely continuous) for which the Sz.-Nagy-Foias functional

calculus is an isometry. If ra and « are cardinal numbers, 1 < ra, « < KQ,

then

Am,n = iT G A; ^t has Property (Am>n)} , and similarly for Amn(p).

If ra = «, then one usually sets An = An n and A„(p) = An n(p). In [3],

B. Chevreau and C. Pearcy have given a sufficient condition for membership in

the class Ax(p) [3, Theorem 4.4].

The purpose of this paper is to show that this condition is sufficiently strong

to ensure the membership in the class A, N (p). Before giving the main result,

we recall some ideas introduced in [3].

Let sé c L(%A) be a dual algebra, and let ô 6 [0, 1). Then Erg(A) denotes

the set of all those [L] in Q^ such that there exist sequences {xn} and {yn}

in the unit ball of ßf satisfying

(a) limsuv\\[L}-[xn®yn]\\<d,

(b) lim ||[x„®z] || = 0,        zeAT,

and

(c) {yn} converges weakly to zero.

A set Eg(sé) can also be defined by replacing conditions (b) and (c) above

with

(b') lim||[z®y„]|| = 0, ze/,

and

(c1) {xn} converges weakly to zero.

If 0 < 8 < y, then a dual algebra sé c L(AAA) is said to have property

Erg     (respectively Eg   ) if the closed absolutely convex hull of the set Ere(sé)

(respectively Elg(A)) contains the closed ball By = {[L] e Q^ ; \\[L]\\ < y} .

Suppose now that T e k(AAA) and B e L(A%A) is its minimal coisometric

extension. Then B e k(A%) and B = S* © R, where S e L(9°) is a unilateral

shift and R e L(A%) is an absolutely continuous unitary operator.

Let Q and A denote the orthogonal projections of A%A onto & and 31,

respectively. If 32 ± {0}, then one knows (cf. [3, Proposition 3.10]) that there

exist a Borel subset o of the unit circle T and a subspace 32^ c A% , reducing

for R such that

(a)   ra,    is a scalar spectral measure for R (here ra denotes the Lebesgue

measure on T);

(/?)   R0 = R,m  is unitarily equivalent with the multiplication operator Me¡,

on L (a) ; and

(y)   AA%A contains the subspace AAl~A of 32Q corresponding to the closure

of polynomials in L (o).
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For any T e k(^), let q>: QT —► QB denote the canonical isometry defined

by

(f(T),[L]) = (f(B),<p([L])),        feH°°,  [L]eQT.

One easily sees that

<p(lx ® y]T) = [x ® y]B,      x,yeß?,

and

[x®z]B = [x®PHz]B,        xeA(A,  ze%A.

The main result of this paper is the following:

Theorem 1. Suppose T e A(A?) and séT has property Eg for some 0 < 6 <

y.   Then, for each sequence of elements {[LA; j > 1} from Q^   such that

¡C/>j ll[^;]l|1/2 < °° - there are vectors x and {yj ; j > 1} in At such that

[Lj] = [x®y]j,        j>l,

wlsrr7^X>A.

In particular, séT has property (Ax, N0).

After this paper was completed, the author learned that B. Chevreau,

G. Exner, and C. Pearcy have also proved Theorem 1, seemingly with different

methods. Moreover, they showed that all c.n.u. contractions T such that AT

has property Ere     are reflexive. Their results were announced in [2].

Let A0 denote the orthogonal projection of 3¡A onto 3lQ, and let z -+ {z}

denote the isomorphism from 3?0 onto L (a(R)). The following lemma is

proved in [3]:

Lemma 1 [3, Theorem 3.11]. Suppose T e k.(A%A) and, for some 0 < 6 < y, séT

has property Erg . Suppose also that [L] e QB, 0 < p < 1, e>0, <5>0,

aeA?, w e3°, be3lQ, {ds}'s=x c A%A, and {z¡Y¡=l C 3° are given, so that

\\[L]B-[a®(w + b)]B\\<S.

Then there exist a e%A', ue%A, w' eAP, b' e3?0 such that the following
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are true:

\\[L]B-[a'®(w' + b')]B\\<d-ô,

H tu -w\\ <  I - I

|{V}(^)l>/'IK(fl + M)}(^)l'      e"eT

HtwOi/JII <e,        1<5<î,

\\[(a-a)®zl]\\<e,        l<l<r.

We are now prepared to prove the main result. Its proof follows the main

ideas from [4, Lemma 5] and [3, Theorem 4.7].

Proof of Theorem 1. Let {[L-]}^, C QT, and also let [L']B = ^([L,.]^) for

Let <5 > 0 such that ¿~^o¡ is finite. Without loss of generality, we may

assume that ||[/.'.]|| < á   for each 7 .

Let us set sjk = S^f for all j > 1 and /v > 0.

Let {sM} be a sequence of positive numbers strictly decreasing to \ such

that sx = 1, and let pn = sn+x/sn, n > 1.

Let B: N x N —► TV be a bijection such that j < f and k <k' implies

B(j,k)<B(j',k').

Let tu>i0 = 0 in 3> and b"j0 = 0 in ^0, for all ; > 1 and all « > 1 .

We shall construct, by induction (on the range of B), sequences {xn} c %A,

{Wj k}j k>x in 3 and, for « > 1 , finite sequences {b" k}B^ k)<n in 320 such

that'

(1) [L'j]B-[xH9(wJtk + b],k)]BVl<ejtk, B(j,k)<n;

(1) \\xn - xn_x\\ < 3e)/2k_x, for n = 5(; , fc) ;

(3) K,*-^,k-ilK«jiLi. V;,/c>l;

(4) ll^,kll<¿l|ftr*ll.if n>£fj,*);and

(5) ii*;.*ii<¿{ii*r*-iii+«J5-iíifn=BU>k)'

For « = 1 = B(l, 1), we apply Lemma 1, with L = [L'X], ô = ôx, p = px,

a = 0, b = 0, w = 0, d = 0, z = 0 to find xx eA?, wxxe3>, b\xe320 so
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that

ll[£Í]-[*l®(«>ii+¿ii)]|l <£,,,
\\x1\\<3ôlx/2,

\wxx\\<ô\12,

and

A il ̂    1 A2
1111   /,1 1

Suppose now that vectors {xx, ... , xn} in AfA, {to fe A. fe,<n in J2", and

{b"k}B,j k)<n in ^0 have been chosen so that (l)-(5) are satisfied. Let « + 1 =

B(p, q). Apply Lemma 1 with [L] = [L'p], a = xn, w = wpq_x, b = bnpq_x ,

P = Pn+l> â = ep,q-l>

{ds} = {bjk}BU tk)<n>

{Zl} = {Wj,klB(i,k)<n>

and e > 0 sufficiently small (to be determined later) to obtain xn+x e A?,

wpqe3>, ¿A1 e 32Q , and un+x e %A such that

WlL'p]B-[xn+l®(wp<q + b;^)]B\\<ePtq,

m ii        i   1/2
IK+i-All<3V,?-i'

K.«-w,.,-ill<«ÍÍÍ-i.

llC'lK^HC-ill + ̂ -i)'
"n+l

it
\{A0xn+x}(e')\>Pn+l\{A0(xn + un+x)(e")}\,        eeT,

in+\-xn)®wjk\W <e   for B(f,k)<n,

and

H["„+i®6",*]|l<e   for B(j,k)<n.

Let us define for each (j, k), with B(f, k) < n

{*£?><«*> = ̂ f/r^C ■ *J>*>    if <4o<*-i><«*)> * 0
and

{b™}(e") = 0   if{A0(xn+x)(e')} = 0.

It follows that

hn+l e 31
°j,k   fc <A) '

\bTkW<T-\\bnjik\\,
"n+\
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and

[*.+! ® O* = [<*« + M«+i) ® *"*k
for all (j, k) such that

B(j,k)<n.

For e > 0 sufficiently small, we have

if J?(;, k) < n + 1.
Therefore, relations (l)-(5) are fulfilled for « + 1. It also follows from (2)

and (3) that {xn} and {tu^}^, are Cauchy sequences for all j > I, and

from (4) and (5) that the sequences {e^}^ are bounded for all j > I , where

bJk = b^k ' ' for alI j, k > 1. Without loss of generality, we may suppose

that {¿A^tt converges weakly to some b- e 32Q. Also let x = limxn and

Wj = lim^ wjk for each j > I. Then it follows easily that

[Lj] = [x®3jr(wj + bj)]

for all ;' > 1.

It follows from ( 1 ) that

j=\ k=0 j=\  k=0 K/ '

£Ai-W))"!

Similarly, we obtain

\wA\ <-L

ß

'      l-(8(y)l/2

for all j > 1.

From (4) and (5) we infer that

ç     \\h     II < f \\h II -l- e1/2■AllAA1 - bBU,k-\)+A\uj,k-i» ^ bj,k-\

i=\

k-\ k-\ //j\//2 ,

fe 7>   fe J Va      ' i-(ö/y)1/2
and therefore that

lö)12
Wbj, < j

.*"- l-(ö/7)'/2

for all ; > 1 and A; > 0.
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It follows that

2<A2
11*/II <-"—An       V; > 1.    Q.E.D.
"'"- l-(Ö/y)I/2

From the above relations, we obtain that T e Ax, tt0(p) ¿where p < —

The proof is complete.
Í9/Y)

12

Added in proof. The complete proofs of the results announced in [2] appear in

the paper On the structure of contraction operators. Ill, Michigan Math. J. 36

(1989), 29-62.
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